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Abstract 
Abstract: In terms of class organization, an important factor for creating the conditions for the 
teaching process is the venue at which the teaching takes place. School field trips represent a 
special type of teaching which involves visits to museums, libraries and other cultural heritage 
institutions. The aim of this research, conducted in a Croatian elementary school, is to determine 
how well the pupils remember their visits to these institutions and how motivated they are for 
such trips. Taking into consideration that the research involved 41 participants who visited a 
total of 31 museums, libraries and other institutions during the course of 8 years, the total 
number of possible answers in the survey was 1271 and the participants only provided 239 
answers, which means that they remembered only 18.8 percent of institutions visited. The 
survey also probed the students to see how they prepared for these visits during their school 
excursions and field trips. Out of 41 participants, 16 reported that their homeroom or class 
teachers had acquainted them with the institution they would visit; only 4 students obtained the 
information on their own from online or some alternative sources; and 21 students, more than a 
half, did not try to obtain any information about the institution they would visit. A way to 
change this lies in appropriate intellectual and emotional motivation of students, and one of the 
possible concrete measures is the project “A Backpack Full of Culture”, conducted by the 
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia. 
 
Keywords: libraries, cultural heritage institutions, motivation, Backpack Full of Culture 

1. Introduction 
The aim of this research, conducted in an elementary school in the Krapinsko-zagorska county in 
Croatia, was to determine how well the elementary school pupils remember their visits to museums 
and other cultural heritage institutions and to what extent they are motivated for such visits. The 
intention was to test the following hypotheses: 1. The eighth grade pupils remember less than one 
quarter of libraries, museums and other cultural heritage institutions they had visited during their 
eight years of education; 2. The students were not prepared in schools for their trips to cultural 
heritage institutions; 3. After their visits to libraries, museums and other cultural heritage 
institutions, the students did not spend any more time on this topic.  

                                                             
1 The author works as a school librarian in the Ante Kovačić Elementary school in Zlatar, Croatia. The author has an 
MA in Library science and Journalism and is a PhD student of Information and Communication studies at the 
Department of Information Sciences at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences in Zagreb. 



2. Why visits to libraries, museums and other cultural heritage institutions 
In terms of class organization, an important factor for creating the conditions for the teaching 
process is the venue at which the teaching takes place. The modern notion of student-oriented 
education thus allows the classes to be held not just within the school, which implies both the 
school premises and the facilities outside it, but also conducting practical education in different 
institutions and companies. School excursions and field trips represent a special type of classes. The 
difference between field trips and excursions is that trips are used as a form of psychological and 
physical recreation of students, while excursions are used to study certain parts of the curriculum in 
their essential form [1], which is something that cannot be accomplished in the framework of 
traditional classroom setting. 

In accordance with the Primary and Secondary School Education Act and the School Statute, the 
School Board passes the School Curriculum based on the proposal of the Board of Teachers and a 
positive review from the Board of Parents. This document defines the syllabi for the elective 
subjects, extracurricular activities and other educational activities, programs and projects, according 
to the guidelines of the Croatian National Education Standard. Accordingly, all student excursions 
and field classes are listed in the School Curriculum of every school.  

The Primary and Secondary School Education Act states that the educational activity in the school 
is based on the autonomy in planning and organization, and freedom of pedagogic and didactic 
work. This means that the plans for excursions and field classes differ from school to school, but 
have to be done in accordance with the national curriculum, the national pedagogical standards and 
the syllabi. The Primary and Secondary School Education Act stipulates that for every excursion 
and field trip the following aspects need to be listed and described in detail in the School 
Curriculum: aims, purpose, holders, means of realization, time schedule, detailed list of expenses 
and means of evaluation. 

Within the scope of excursions and field classes, the elementary school students from the first to the 
eighth grade visit various museums, libraries and other cultural heritage institutions and their goal, 
that is, the didactic importance of these types of classes, is not just to learn about the cultural 
heritage at the place of its preservation, in order to enhance the intellectual and emotional 
experience of the students, but to motivate students for (subsequent) visits to museums, libraries 
and other cultural heritage institutions. 

3. Research methodology 
The survey questionnaire contained 14 questions, 13 of which were closed-type questions and only 
one of which was an open-type question in which the students had to list museums and other 
cultural heritage institutions that they had visited during the previous eight years of their education. 
Closed-type questions with multiple answers and answers for level of intensity were used. For the 
purpose of this research, intentional, convenience sample was used [2], which means that its 
representativeness and sufficiency should be taken somewhat loosely. The survey questionnaire was 
filled out (during their homeroom classes) by 23 students of class 8a and 18 students of class 8b. 
Since no statistically significant difference in distribution of answers was noted between the two 
classes, all questionnaires (N = 41) were processed together.    



4. Results and discussion  
The first question required the students to list the museums, libraries and other cultural heritage 
institutions that they had visited during their school excursions and field classes during their eight-
year education. As a help to remind them what this refers to, the cultural heritage institutions 
covered by this survey included [3], apart from museums, galleries, libraries, sacral objects, old 
towns, castles, ethno villages, ethnographic collections, national parks etc., which were also listed 
in the question for the students. 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of participants that remembered a visit to a particular museum 
or other cultural heritage institution.2 

                                                             
2  Figure 1 contains the names of all cultural heritage institutions with their original names in Croatian. Their English 
equivalents are provided here, in order in which they are listed in Figure 1: Church of st. Philip and Jacob, Vukovar; 
Ethno village Skradinski buk; Sučić Family Ethnological Collection;  City Museum, Sisak; Croatian War Museum, 
Karlovac; City Museum, Varaždin; Franciscan monaster, Vukovar; Ethno village, Rastoke; Peasants’ Revolt Museum; 
Memorial Home, Vukovar; Homeland War Memorial; Old Town, Sisak; Old Town, Čakovec; National Park Brijuni; 
National Park Krka; Zagreb Cathedral; Vukovar Hospital Memorial; Vukovar Hospital – Place of Remembrance; The 
Church Of The Mother Of God Of Gorje, Lobor; Krapina Neanderthal  Museum; Zagreb City  Museum; National Park 
Plitvička jezera; Oršić Castle; Old Town, Varaždin;  Ovčara; Croatian National History Museum; St. Jacob’s Cathedral, 
Šibenik; “Staro selo” Museum, Kumrovec; Stork Village, Čigoč; Trakošćan Castle; Technical Museum, Zagreb; 
Archaeological Museum, Zagreb. 



As was mentioned, all museums, libraries and other cultural heritage institutions that the students 
had visited as a part of their excursions and field classes are listed in the School Curriculum. For the 
purpose of processing the answers provided for this question, the researcher conducted the 
interview with the homeroom teachers of both classes who taught students from the fifth to the 
eighth grade, their teachers from the first to the fourth grade and with two eighth-graders to 
generate a control list which contained all the museums and other cultural heritage institutions that 
the participants visited during their education, before administering the questionnaire. The list 
included 31 museums and other cultural heritage institutions. 

The chart in Fig. 1 shows the number of participants that remembered and wrote the correct name of 
each cultural heritage institutions. It is obvious that out of 41 participants, the most (34) 
remembered the Archaeological museum in Zagreb. Out of 31 cultural heritage institutions visited, 
five institutions were not remembered by a single participant. These are the church of st. Philip and 
Jacob in Vukovar, Ethno village Skradinski buk, the Sučić family Ethnological collection, the Sisak 
Town Museum and the Croatian War Museum in Karlovac. Taking into consideration that the 
research involved 41 participants who visited a total of 31 museums and other cultural heritage 
institutions during the course of 8 years, the total number of possible answers in the survey was 
1271 and the participants only provided 239 answers, that is, only 18.8 percent. One participant 
listed 13 institutions, which was the highest figure, while one participant listed only one institution 
(the Archaeological museum in Zagreb). No participants left this question unanswered.  Taking into 
consideration the number of participants and given answers, the average  number of museums and 
other institutions that the participants were able to name is 5.829 (out of 31), i.e. 18.8 percent of all 
museums and other cultural heritage institutions that they visited during their elementary school 
education. When asked how long on average their visits to particular institutions were, 80 percent of 
participants stated that the visit lasted more than 45 minutes, 33 participants (80 %) thought that this 
was enough time to see the exhibits, while 8 participants did not share this sentiment. As much as 
95 percent of participants said that they always, or in most cases, had a guide during such visits. 
The questions about the duration of visit and the professional guides for cultural heritage 
institutions were asked to gain further information about the quality of organization of the visit 
itself. These were actually control questions as the answers provided were not in correlation with 
the hypothesis, but they still indirectly indicate that a visit to a cultural heritage institution was 
organized with the intention of users learning as much as they could during their visit, that is, with 
the intention of achieving the learning outcomes as defined by Bloom and other taxonomies for 
individual learning domains.  As much as 83 participants reported that they heard the guides well, 
12 percent did not hear the guides as they were too far from them and 5 percent said they did not 
hear the guide well as they were talking too quietly. When asked about their opinion on tour-guided 
visits to institutions, 71 percent of the participants said they were a good thing as they allowed them 
to learn more, 24 percent thought they were not a good thing as the guides gave too many 
information in too little time, while the words that the guides used were too complex and 
incomprehensible for 5 percent of the participants. The students were also asked how they prepared 
for these visits to cultural heritage institutions during their school excursions and field trips. Out of 
41 participants, 16 reported that their homeroom or class teachers had acquainted them with the 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 



institution they would visit; only 4 students obtained the information on their own from online or 
some alternative sources; and 21 students, more than a half, did not try to obtain any information 
about the museum or cultural heritage institution they would visit. It is interesting to note that as 
much as 21 (out of 41) participants did not know that the institutions had guestbooks in which they 
could leave their opinions on the visit. The following range of questions wanted to determine 
whether the students stopped thinking about what they saw in the cultural heritage institutions after 
leaving their premises. The answers have shown that, just as was the case with the previous 
question, more than half of students (24 of them, to be precise) stop reading about the cultural 
heritage institution after their visit. Only four students read about them on websites or through other 
sources – and these are the same students that look for information before the visit – while 13 
students reported that they talked about what they saw in their respective classes. The next question 
the students were supposed to answer was whether they had to write a school report on what they 
saw during their visits. Only one student said "yes", 8 students said "sometimes", another 8 students 
said "rarely", while 24 students, that is more than a half, said they never had to write a report.  The 
one student that does write the reports is the student that covers the visits for the school website and 
the school newspaper. The websites of many school post photo-galleries from excursions and field 
classes which use photos from visits to museums and other cultural heritage institutions. The 
Internet is obviously the medium that the students visit frequently – and this applies to the school 
website as well – 14 students said they browse the photos on the school website after a visit to the 
cultural heritage institution, 13 students reported they browse them occasionally, 8 students rarely 
browse them, and 6 students never browse them. Another piece of data indicates that the students 
want to have a memento of the visit. As much as 83 percent of students said they buy souvenirs 
from the cultural heritage institutions in order to have something to remember their visit by, the 
remaining students buy them as presents, while only one student covered by this study never buys 
souvenirs. The last question wanted to check the attitude that the students have towards visiting 
libraries, museums and other cultural heritage institutions. The results are as follows: for 6 students, 
these are the most boring parts of visits; 11 students reported that they are not interested for such 
visits, but they are nonetheless part of their field classes; while 12 students do not regard them as 
very important. Only 12 students, i.e. 29 percent of participants, states they are very interested in 
visiting cultural heritage institutions.  

5. Conclusion 
This study, albeit conducted on a small sample, wanted to investigate whether the students are at all 
motivated for visiting cultural heritage institutions as a part of their school excursions and field 
classes during elementary school education and whether the students are the real end-users of these 
cultural heritage institutions or whether they are mere passers-by in museums, libraries, galleries, 
churches, nature parks, ethological villages, national parks etc. simply because someone else 
decided they should visit them. After all, the author of this paper has on more than one occasion 
noticed while correcting the student reports for school newspaper and website that the visits to 
cultural heritage institutions are given the same amount of words in a text as a description of a 
restaurant where they had lunch that day and/or a McDonald's restaurant, which is an inevitable part 
of every such field class. The fact is that these outings have to be in line with the school syllabi as 
their purpose is not, as was already mentioned, primarily recreational. The research has confirmed 
the first hypothesis. Not only do the eighth-graders remember less than a quarter of the cultural 



heritage institutions they had visited during their eight years of education, the results are even more 
disastrous – they were able to name only 18.8 percent of visited museums and other cultural 
heritage institutions. The remaining two hypotheses have also been confirmed: more than a half (51 
percent) of participants did not seek any information about the museum or the cultural heritage 
institution before the visit; more than a half (59 percent) of  participants did not spend any time after 
the visit to find any information about the institution they had visited recently. As much as 59 
percent of students stated that they did not have to write a school report about their visit.  

How to change this? Can this really be changed if only 29 percent of students claim that the visits to 
museums, churches, galleries, ethno villages, ethnographic collections, national parks are very 
interesting to them? 

That things are not necessarily so bleak is reflected in the fact that 83 percent of students buy a 
souvenir during such visits as they want to have a memory of the cultural heritage institution they 
had visited, and 85 percent of students always, sometimes or rarely browse the photos from these 
visits on the school website. The answer lies in the motivation as the school excursions and field 
classes that involve visits to museums and other cultural heritage institutions need to contain an 
appropriate motivating factor as it is also necessary that motivation is the introductory part of every 
class. Here, we should differentiate between intellectual motivation which implies introduction into 
what is going to be seen in the library, museum, or other cultural heritage institution at the cognitive 
level – e.g. by asking questions to which the students will find answers during the visit – and 
emotional motivation, which implies "creating the emotional environment in the class, as well as 
positive surroundings and incentive for learning" [4]. However, this is not something that can be 
achieved overnight. An excellent project that could help motivate students to visit museums, 
libraries and other cultural institutions is “A Backpack Full of Culture” [5]. “A Backpack Full of 
Culture” is a program that allows the children and youth from places with limited availability art 
and culture programs to get acquainted with them better. This is a joint program conducted by the 
Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports as a supplementary program 
for kindergarten, elementary and high school curricula. The program's activities are: theatre, film, 
music, dance, visual arts, literature, cultural heritage, and programs from students of the art 
academies. The implementing actors of the program are professional artists and students of the art 
academies with their professors and (most commonly) librarians acting as mentors. One of the four 
expected outcomes of this project is to make pupils more aware of arts and culture; in other words, 
to stop them from being mere passers-by in museums, libraries and cultural heritage institutions and 
to help them become the real end-users of these institutions.  
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Perception of Library 2.0: theoretical concept or practical model for 

innovative and serendipitous discovery services? Drivers and impacts in 

the Romanian libraries 
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Abstract 

Library 2.0 is a theoretical concept launched by Casey in 2005, which has been transformed into a 

practical model applied worldwide by the libraries ready to move toward major change and 

innovation, willing to redefine and revitalize their services in accordance with users’ needs and 
expectations, accepting users’ participation as communication partners and knowledge contributors. 
Library 2.0 represents a virtual set of library user-centered services, built on solid principles like 

radical trust, collective intelligence, creative thinking, collaboration, openness, community knowledge 

management, content free use and reuse, social networking, people interactivity and feedback 

encouragement. It is supported by the Web 2.0 technologies, configured as a public sphere, providing 

an innovative platform for knowledge dissemination for library users and nonusers with the aim of 

bringing them into the library virtual or physical environment. Library 2.0 uses both the Web 2.0 tools 

and specialized instruments like the Next Generation Catalogue or the open access information 

repository which offer unexpected, serendipitous ways of information discovery. 

The Library 2.0 challenge has been taken up by the Romanian libraries.  The paper presents a brief 

overview of the Romanian libraries response to this challenge, investigating the status of Library 2.0 

tools acceptance and implementation, pointing out the Library 2.0 drivers and impacts in the 

Romanian information and documentary structures. 

Keywords: Library 2.0, Romanian libraries, Next Generation Catalogue, OPAC 2.0, 

Discovery Layer, Technology usage 

 

Introduction  

Since 2005, when Michael Casey
1
 came up with the “Library 2.0” term, the library 

professionals within the library environment worldwide have been very active in debating the 

role of Library 2.0 model, its functional characteristics and social features, its benefits and 

impacts on the library services and users, its relation to other traditional or modern library 

models. The libraries have adopted and implemented in different ways the Library 2.0 model, 

willing to overcome the threat coming from the Internet search engines, applications, and 

services, being ready to accept fundamental changes  and innovation, to improve the library 

services and the library users relationship, to transform the library into a more flexible, 

visible, open, communicative, socialized and intelligent organization, to demonstrate that the 

Library 2.0 approach can really  “make the library human, ubiquitous, and user-centered”.
2
  

                                                           
1
 CASEY, Michael. Working towards a definition of Library 2. In: LibraryCrunch, October 21, 20015. 

Available at: http://www.librarycrunch.com/2005/10/working_towards_a_definition_o.html 
2
 FARKAS, Meredith. Web/Library 2.0 backslash. In: Information Wants to be Free, 1.12.2005. Available at: 

http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/2005/12/01/weblibrary-20-backlash/ 
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The Library 2.0 model is supported by the Web technologies, following the same Web 2.0 

underlying principles, it opens up unforeseen possibilities of sharing ideas, and knowledge, of 

discovering and accessing information which can be freely used and reused. It is a 

community-building environment which enables, beyond asynchronous and synchronous 

interaction, a real bi-directional communication between the library and the patrons.  Both the 

users and the nonusers are invited to participate and contribute, they are getting a face and an 

identity emerged from the compact mass of the people, becoming equally consumers  and 

producers of information, the so-called prosumers
3
 Toffler was talking about.   

Library 2.0 – theoretical concept. Literature review 

Charles Cutter wrote in 1876, in his “Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue”, about the principle 

of the “convenience of the public”4
. More than one hundred years later, the Functional 

Requirements for Bibliographic Records conceptual model was set to better respond to the 

users’ needs in their attempt to find, identify, select and obtain information, while IFLA takes 

up, in 2009, in the “Statement of International Cataloguing Principles” document, the 

Cutter’s concern regarding the convenience of user in the bibliographic catalog construction 

principles. 

Following this principle, the Library 2.0 model is above all, a user-centered platform, focused 

on its customers’ expectations. Casey and Savastinuk state that “the heart of Library 2.0 is the 

user-centered change”5
, considering this model as a virtual and physical service for the next 

generation libraries. They define Library 2.0 by three elements: constant change, users’ 

empowerment through participation and cumulative customer-driven services attempting to 

reach the potential users and better serving the current ones.  

According to Maness, Library 2.0 can be defined as "the application of interactive, 

collaborative, and multimedia web-based technologies to web-based library services and 

collections."
6
 Another point of view is provided by Brevick

7
 who considers that Library 2.0 

represents a natural evolution of the library services at a level in which the user has the 

control over the access to information and library services in terms of time, and method. 

                                                           
3
 TOFFLER, Alvin.Al treilea val. Bucuresti: Antet, [s.a.], p. 6 

4
CUTTER, Charles. Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue. Available at: 

https://archive.org/details/rulesforadictio06cuttgoog, p. 6 
5
CASEY, Michael. Savastinuk, Laura. Library 2.0. Library Journal, May21, 2010. Available at: 

http://lj.libraryjournal.com/2010/05/technology/library-2-0/#_ 
6
MANESS, Jack. Library 2.0 Theory: Web 2.0 and Its Implications for Libraries. Available at: 

http://www.webology.org/2006/v3n2/a25.html 
7
BREVIK, Thomas. Library 2.0 = MyLibrary, 2006, Available 

at:  https://lib1point5.wordpress.com/2006/04/12/library-20-mylibrary/ 

https://archive.org/details/rulesforadictio06cuttgoog
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There are some critical voices which argue that Library 2.0 is a slogan without substance
8
 and 

represents for the librarians only a game with the Web 2.0 technologies
9
. Nesta and Mi

10
 are 

not enthusiastic about the Library 2.0 benefits, pointing out that libraries have always been 

focused on the users’ needs by opening their doors to longer hours and offering open stacks, 

computers labs, online access catalogues, group study rooms, instruction sessions, reference 

services by e-mail, forums and discussion lists, library tours, brochures. Even the 

Ranganathan’s laws are a proof of the reader-oriented library approach. More than that, 

Gorman and Crawford
11

 added other five laws (“Libraries serve humanity”, “Respect all 

forms by which knowledge is communicated”, “Use technology intelligently to enhance 

service”, “Protect free access to knowledge”, “Honor the past and create the future”), Noruzi 

proposed a new interpretation of the laws in the web environment and Simpson
12

 suggested 

an updated form determined by the media richness (“Media is for use”, “Every patron his 

information”). An OCLC report suggests that the 5 laws have to be reinterpreted „to reflect 

the today’s library resources and services, as well as the behaviors that people demonstrate 

when engaging with them”.13
 

The Library 2.0 model
14

 is, according to Lankes, a participatory library, enabling an 

interactive communication between  users and library that become, alternatively, transmitter 

and receptor of a message. The Academic Library 2.0 Concept Model v2 proposed by 

Michael Habbib
15

 refers to the Library 2.0 as a collaborative space where the boundary 

between physical and virtual has vanished. This approach emphasizes the fact that Library 

2.0 does not replace the library; it is a part of it, a subset of the library services, which 

                                                           
8
 CRAWFORD, Walter.  Library 2.0 and ‘Library 2.0”. In: Library 2.0: A Cites and Insights  Reader, Vol. 6, 

No. 2: Midwinter 2006, 
9
 CRAWFORD, Walter.  Five Years Later: Library 2.0 and Balance  In: Library 2.0: Cites and Insights Reader, 

Vol 11, No. 2, Crawford at Large 11:2.  Available at: http://citesandinsights.info/l2d.pdf 
10

 NESTA, Frederick ; Mi, Jia.  Library 2.0 or Library III: returning to leadership. In: Library Management, Vol. 

32 Iss ½, 2011. p. 85 – 97. Available at:  http://dx.doi.org/10.1108/01435121111102601 
11

 SEN, B. K. Ranhanathan’s five laws. In: Annals of Library and Information Studies, Vol. 55, June 2008, p. 

87-90. Available at:   http://nopr.niscair.res.in/bitstream/123456789/1769/1/ALIS%2055%282%29%2087-

90.pdf 
12

 SIMPSON, Carol. Five laws. In: Library Media Connection, April/May 2008. Available at: 

http://www.carolsimpson.com/5laws.pdf 
13

Reordering Ranganathan: Shifting User Behaviors, Shifting Priorities. OCLC, 2014, Available 

at:   http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-reordering-ranganathan-

2014.pdf  
14

LANKES, David ; Silverstein, Joanne ; Nicholson, Scott  Participatory networks: the library as conversation. 

In: Information Technologa and Libraries, december 2007, p. 17-33.  Available at: 

http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ital/article/view/3267/2880  
15

HABIB, Michael. Conceptual model for academic library 2.0. In: LIS, 2006. Available 

at: http://www.mchabib.com/2006/06/09/conceptual-model-for-academic-library-20/ 

http://citesandinsights.info/v11i2a.htm
http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-reordering-ranganathan-2014.pdf
http://www.oclc.org/content/dam/research/publications/library/2014/oclcresearch-reordering-ranganathan-2014.pdf
http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ital/article/view/3267/2880
http://www.mchabib.com/2006/06/09/conceptual-model-for-academic-library-20/
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supplements and improves them. The Farkas
16

 model underlines the essence of Library 2.0 

which consists in focusing on patrons’ needs, not on the Library 2.0 tools.  

Library 2.0 – practical model 

Resuming the definitions and the theoretical models shaped by different authors, the Library 

2.0 model can be considered a Habermasian public sphere transposed into the virtual 

environment of knowledge. In this context, the most important elements of the Library 2.0 

model could be: users’ empowerment through participation in the creation of content, a 

continuously growing collection of full-text electronic resources accessible online, a more 

interactive communication between users and library, change and innovation, next-generation 

library tools.   

In the real life, the Library 2.0 practical model is sustained by the following solid pillars:  

- Web 2.0 technologies, as part of everyday life online;  

- Extensive Websites for information dissemination,  online access to local&worldwide 

resources and services, communication with the library users and nonusers, specialized 

assistance through e-mail and chat, digital marketing of library services, events and 

exhibitions promotion, international visibility;   

- Discovery tools  for innovative and serendipitous resource dicovery services: 

o Discovery Interfaces, so called Next Generation Catalogues  or OPAC 2.0 – tools which 

operate at a similar level of sophistication and atractivity as Google, Amazon or other 

popular Web sites, providing an intelligent and efficient platform for resource discovery; 

o Web-scale discovery services or Index - based discovery services, like Summon, Ebsco 

Discovery Systems,  WorldCat Discovery Service and Primo Central which provide a 

unique point of  entry  to all library resources through  a single consolidated index 

including  bibliographic descriptions of the collections items, locally managed by the 

library integrated system, electronic bibliographic and full-text resources harvested from 

the subscribed databases and from the library’s digital repositories;    

- Federative search tools, like Metalib and Millenium Access Plus, for information searching 

and retrieval across multiple, heterogeneous and distributed library databases; 

- Digital platforms made up of digital libraries and institutional repositories, including and 

mixing digital objects in various formats, which are described using technical, preservation 

                                                           
16

 FARKAS, Meredith. The essence of library 2.0 . Available 

at: http://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/2008/01/24/the-essence-of-library-20/ 
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and administrative metadata, representing digitized items selected from the library’s 

collections and born-digital resources supplied by the librarians, researchers, professors and 

students.  

Being worldwide accepted and adopted by academic and public libraries, the model 

demonstrates its viability in the real life, providing enhanced library services, changing 

attitudes, giving  voice to the library users and putting in place new information discovery 

tools customized for the users’ needs and their search behavior.  

Drivers and impacts in the Romanian libraries 

The Romanian libraries are trying to keep pace with the rapidly changing of technological 

environment and to develop the library services according to the new trends on the 

international level.  

In this respect, the Romanian public libraries have highly adopted Web 2.0 tools. Among the 

42 public libraries which have been analyzed (National Library and Metropolitan Library are 

included), there are only 2 libraries with no web 2.0 technology, 40 libraries are using 

Facebook (in 2015, 20 public libraries implemented Facebook), there are 14 blogs, 9 

YouTube, 5 Twitter, 4 Flikr, 4 IM, 3 RSS and 1 installation of Picasa, Slideshare, Scribd, G+. 

In total, the public libraries are using 13 Web 2.0 technologies. There are 17 libraries 

interested in implementing only one Web 2.0 tool, 13 libraries have adopted 2 Web 2.0 

technologies, two public libraries offer 6 Web 2.0 tools and one library is using 7 Web 2.0 

tools. The graphic indicates that the interest of the Romanian public libraries in setting up a 

participatory institution is growing from one year to another. 

Library integrated systems are implemented in 31 public libraries (73%), 21 of these 

choosing to work with Next-Generation Catalogues: TinRead is used in 17 libraries, 

eBibliophil is implemented in 6 libraries and Qulto in 2 libraries. There are also 3 Liberty 

installations, 2 Aleph library systems, 2 TinLib systems and 2 installations of Qulto - the 

older version. 
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Figure 1 Adoption of Web 2.0 tools by the Romanian Public Libraries – 2015/2016 

In contrast to public libraries, the rate of adoption of the Library 2.0 model by the Romanian 

academic libraries is quite low. The assessment of 58 university libraries, including the four 

central university libraries in Bucharest, Iasi, Cluj and Timisoara reveals that 36 libraries 

(62%) have no Web 2.0 tools, 19 libraries have 2 Web 2.0 tools and only 3 libraries are 

interested in sharing information through 2 web 2.0 channels. The range of Web 2.0 

technologies chosen by the academic libraries is narrow, only 4 web 2.0 tools being used in 

this environment.  

 

Figure 2 Next Generation Catalogues in the Romanian Libraries 

Regarding the implementation of discovery layers systems, there are four Next Generation 

Catalogues functioning in 6 libraries: TinRead  is used in 3 libraries, eBibliophil is installed 

13 

6 

4 
3 

1 1 1 

Next Generation Catalogues implemented in the 

Romanian libraries 

 May 2016 

Public Libraries

Academic Libraries
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in 1 library, Koha was recently implemented  in 1 library and VuFind  is used in 1 library. 

The other academic libraries are using automated systems like Liberty (19 installations), 

Aleph (8 installations), TinLib (3 installations), VubisSmart (1 installation), Alice (1 

installation) and Alephino (1 installation). 

In the academic environment, there are two Web-scale Discovery services which are used 

within the ANELIS PLUS consortium, providing users with a one-stop shop searching over 

the virtual collection of the library’s accessible and subscribed resources. EDS (Ebsco 

Discovery System) and Summon are the Web-scale discovery services available for the 

affiliated  libraries, offering to their users access to the subscribed scientific databases based 

on IP address within the library premises and  mobile access through a personal account and 

password.  

Federated search services are provided at national level through  Rolinest and Biblio.ro. The 

Rolinest portal is built on Metalib product, whereas Biblio.ro is sustained by TinRead, both 

platforms allowing the users to submit a single query which performs a search in multiple 

distributed and heterogeneous databases, displaying real-time, aggregated results through a 

unique interface. 

Another important pillar of the Library 2.0 practical model consists of digital platforms built 

for storing and managing digital objects and the associated metadata, representing the cultural 

heritage hosted by the library and/or the intellectual output of both library and host 

university. In Romania, there are 8 institutional repositories registered in ROAR (Registry of 

Open Access Repositories) based on Dspace open software: APAS/SNSPA, 

ARTHRA/Dunarea de Jos University - Galati, IRCULB / Central University Library “Carol 

I” Bucharest, ASsee Online Series – SNSPA, ICESBA / Fundatía Romania de maine and 

NOS / World Economy Institute.  

There are also several digital libraries developed by different libraries and cultural 

institutions. Among them, National Digital Library developed by the National Library, 

DacoRomanica set up by the Metropolitan Library, Restitutio set-up by the Central 

University Library “Carol I”, e-Patrimoniu developed by CIMEC- the national aggregator for 

Europeana. At the moment, the Romanian contribution to Europeana is very low - 172.186 

digital objects
17

, in January 2016, representing 0,4% of total minimum contribution set in the 

Commission Recommendation. The most significant contribution comes from the Central 
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University Library “Lucian Blaga”. The Culturalia project, initiated by CIMEC, has as main 

objective for 2020 to open  up a significant critical mass of over one million digital objects 

supplied by the Romanian libraries and cultural institutions.  

Conclusion 

The Library 2.0 challenge has been taken up by the Romanian libraries in different manners. 

The public libraries are more flexible and active, much more open to innovation and change 

in opposition to academic libraries which are still conservative, know-it-all and rigid 

institutions, still struggling to adopt the 2.0 technologies, with some exceptions.  

Recognizing that the main mission of the library can be better served by providing access to 

information and facilitating creation of  knowledge through  participation, communication 

and content sharing, the Romanian libraries are engaged  in setting up the Library 2.0 model 

as a user-centered, network-based platform delivering rich library content and library 

enhanced services.  
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Towards Opening up our digital 
collections

-reuse and publishing--reuse and publishing-

Cristina Ioana Roiu
Romanian Academy Library

Sibiu - 14  April 2016



A plethora  of digitized sources!



What should we do with our huge 
digital resources ?

• Different policies, different approaches
• Fear of releasing  good digital  images freely• Fear of releasing  good digital  images freely

for many museums and libraries
( decrease in revenue sales? )



But …

• With the internet, it’s so difficult to control your 
copyright or use of images that we decided we’d

rather let people use a very good high resolution 
image of The ‘Milkmaid’ from the Rijksmuseum image of The ‘Milkmaid’ from the Rijksmuseum 
rather than using a very bad reproduction.’

• Taco Dibbits during an interview with the New York Times: 
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/05/29/arts/design/museums-mull-
public-use-of-online-art-images.html?_r=0



The ‘Milkmaid”- Rijksmuseum



What should we do with our 
huge digital resources ?huge digital resources ?



So,why not made them freely available ?

Open Definition
• Open means anyone can freely access, 

use, modify,  and share for any purpose
(subject, at most, to requirements that preserve (subject, at most, to requirements that preserve 

provenance and openness).”

• http://opendefinition.org



The Rijksmuseum case





The Rijksmuseum case-some facts 
• Over 1 million objects
• “Closed” between 2003 and 2013
• 800 square meters while closed
• 22.000 square meters after re-opening
• Currently about 8000 objects on displayCurrently about 8000 objects on display
• During “the closed for public” time,  more than      

150 000 good quality digital images were released
• At the beginning, some small restrictions at reuse 
• From 2012-2013  no restrictions 



Image sales Rijksmuseum

@jpekel



Image sale at Rijksmuseum 2010-2012
- after Joris Pekel - Europeana-



Van Go Yourself- Europeana Creative Project







British Library

• End of 2013 released 1 019 998 digital images 
from its collections on the Flickr platform

- images from 65 000 volumes , 
more than  47 000 de titlesmore than  47 000 de titles
from XVII-th, al XVIII-th și al XIX-th centuries   .



Results ?
• In the first year more than 27 creative reuses
( from small projects to big ones)
- Creative reassembling of images for some 

interesting places ( places “then and now”)interesting places ( places “then and now”)
- hexagonal-maps for elections
- IT aplications and games( including drawing 

games)





The order of things-Mario Klingeman 



The York Museums Trust case

-early 2015, the 
York Museums Trust 
released nearly 
160,000 object 160,000 object 
records online 
with either a 
CC-BY-SA or Public 
Domain license



Types of reuse of the content

• academic and sector research
(universities and other museums and 

institutions)
E.g.:university lecturer has used the images of E.g.:university lecturer has used the images of 

the ceramics collection to make replicas for his 
students.

Local history groups use images of old 
paintings of churches in York on tours, 
within flyers and presentations. 



Types of reuse of the content

• Commercial reuse of collection content 
A researcher from Japan included several 
images of the costume collection in a coffee table
book called “Victorian Costume and Life”. book called “Victorian Costume and Life”. 
The international card company Paperchase made a 

greeting card with a derivative image of a 
wellknown helmet which was sold in UK



Other benefits
-more press attention
- Large audiences were reached without any
additional work.
Wikipedia projects helped to increase the 

amount of York Museums content on Wikipedia about amount of York Museums content on Wikipedia about 
the collection, 

hugely increasing of  the amount of views that the 
images get: 

over 1.5 million views were achieved in the first 
four months following the release. 



Other benefits
The museum staff no longer had to deal with image 

requests manually. 
The administrative burden was reduced significantly. 
Priorities for what to digitise can now more easily been  

define in costly digitisation efforts
Priorities for what to digitise can now more easily been  

define in costly digitisation efforts
(as they can now see what people are downloading and 

looking up  online)
. Opening up the collections has brought more visitors in 

the York museums



Tips for GLAM’s 
interested in opening up their collection’s

resources

Open up quickly, not perfectly, so you can already show the bene
fit and then improve from there on

●Do it on a small scale: openly license a small part of a collection
and publish this on Wikipedia to start seeing the benefitsand publish this on Wikipedia to start seeing the benefits

Develop Wikipedia projects around your content: in this way you
can get a lot of additional curated content developed without
any effort, and track the impact

Don’t be paralysed by how daunting it seems: problems are not in
surmountable and others facing the same issues can perhaps
help you out

Martin Fell (York Museum Trust)



The reference instruments in scientific papers 
Author: Teodora Săbău Ivan (Master I year,  LBUS) 

 
Abstract: The article mainly refers at the reference instruments as bibliographic elements which 
are being used in the elaboration of the scientific papers. The aim of the study is to establish the 
parts  and the corresponding format for a good bibliographic use of the documentary sources used 
in the scientific activity. Are highlighted the differences:  citation /bibliographic description for 
reference,  reference list / bibliography and the role of the  ISO 690 as a flexible standard which 
does not impose a fixed style but basic recommendations in the  bibliographic structure of used 
sources, resulting in a variety of international editorial styles. The major conclusion of the study 
is  that there is the possibility of adapting  the international standard requirements to a  personal 
style of using  the reference instruments. 
Keywords: reference instruments, citation,  bibliographic description, reference list, 
bibliography,  ISO 690, editorial styles. 

Argument 
The scientific papers need references which are being used in some specific ways that 

bibliographically represent the consulted documentary sources in study elaboration.  
These ways can be considered instruments and need to be known enough for a good use: 

o The citation and its methods 
o The reference list 
o The bibliography 
o The  standard of ISO 690 
o The editorial styles or the recommendations for authors 

1. The reference: definition, features, types and role 
1.1.  Definition: 

The reference represents a set of bibliographic information about the source of a  
quotation, concept or of an idea mentioned in the paper or the source of a  simple 
documentation for the study. 

1.2.  Features: 
o It covers all types of documents in any medium; 
o It consists of the bibliographic description of documents in accordance with the 

international standard of ISO 690.[1] 
1.3.  Types:  
The types of reference depending on placing it:  

o in text (between brackets); 
o in footnotes or endnotes of a chapter; 
o in the end of  whole text:  reference list  or bibliography. 

 1.4. Role: 
o to investigate the information flows; 
o to recognise the documentation, placing the own work in the context of 

research.[2] 
2. The reference instruments 

2.1.  The citation: definition, elements, methods and role 
2.1.1. Definition: 

 The citation is a short reference inserted in text according to citation methods. 



2.1.2.  Elements:  
The elementes of citation are: 

o idea  or paraphrase - to introduce the idea / ideas in your own words;  
o a direct quote: short (used with quotation marks) or long (in a new 

paragraph). 
2.1.3.  Methods:  

a. the first element and date: author - date (Harvard), including author - title 
or author - page (for human sciences); 

b.  the numeric citation  or sequential numeric system (Vancouver), with 
numbers in square/round brackets, or superscript;   

c. the footnotes / endnotes citation.[1]  
2.1.4.  Role:  

o to emphasize the author work 
o to respect the copyright 
o to highlight the scientific productivity of authors  expressed by the Hirsch 

index or H-index [1] 
2.2.  The reference list and the bibliography: similarity and difference 
A. The reference list: 
o All cited sources with an extended bibliographic description and in relation with 

citation methods: 
 in alphabetical order of the first element: the surname of the author/  first 

word of the title; 
 in numerical order of citation in text (for numerical method). 

B. The bibliography:  
o List of  consulted sources in the study elaboration or having relation with the 

research subject, not necessarily cited 
Similarity: 
o Both have the same bibliographic format. 

Difference:  
o The reference list consists only of cited sources. 

2.3.  ISO 690 Standard – the bibliographic regulatory instrument 
Is addressed to the authors and editors and gives general rules in bibliographic 

description for the reference in all  documents (book, magazine, chapter, article, 
electronic documents, web page etc.) about content, structure and form given by:  
o identification elements of a document (author, title, publication data); 
o order of rendering the bibliographic elements; 
o specific/conventional  punctuation. 

Provides the citation methods of references, but it does not impose a determined /  
exact style in citation systems or in bibliographic format, only a few conditions about 
the consistency of style, sufficiency and accuracy of information. [1] 

A limited bibliographic description for the most usuall type of  document (book) can  
be rendered by the following scheme: 

Author Surname, First name.  The title of document: Information about the title. 
Place of publication: Publisher, Year of publication. 



3. The editorial styles: citation systems with illustration   
In the current editorial practice there are a variety of formats and citation styles.  
Also in the citation styles is being used one or more methods or systems citation. 

3.1.  International editorial styles 
We list some of the most popular citation styles belonging to some prestigious institutions, 

indicating the citation systems used [1]:  
1. ACS Style (American Chemical Association): the largest scientific society in the world: 

o All three citation methods: in the chemical, physical sciences; 
o In magazines: sequential numeric system is preferred. 

2. AMA Style (American Medical Association):  
o Sequential numeric system: medical sciences. 

3. APA Style (American Psychological Association):  
o Author – date: psychology and social sciences (education, communication, 

politics, economics etc.). 
4. Chicago/Turabian Style: Natural and Social Sciences:  

o Author – date: natural sciences, physical and social sciences; 
o Note - Bibliography (University of Chicago): human sciences (literature, history, 

art). 
5. CSE / CJE Style (Council of Science Editors / Publishers Council in Biology):  

o Author – date;  
o Sequential numeric system. 

6. MLA Style (Association of Modern Languages of America):  
o Author - page: human sciences (literature, art, philosophy, religion).  

7. Vancouver Style (The International Committee of Medical Journals Editors):  
o Sequential numeric system: medical, biological and physical sciences.  

Each style uses distinct bibliographic formats acording to the specific of each type of 
document.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Book: single author 



 

 
Fig. 2 Magazine articles 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 Web page 

 

 



3.2.  Local citation sisytem and editorial style 
Because of the the flexible ISO 690, which does not impose a determined style  but  

essential recommendations (of elements, order and punctuation), it is possible an 
individual/ized  use of citation system rules and bibliographic format requirements by 
the different authors and local editors. 

 
Fig. 4 Recommendations for authors  from  the Interethnic Cultural Center "Transilvania" 

4. Use of Microsoft Office Word 2007 for generating the references 
This informatic application allows the elaboration of references by using some steps: 

o References: 
 Styles ► Insert Citation ► Add New Source ► Create Source 
 Bibliography ► Bilt-In: Bibliography /Works Cited ► Insert  Biblography 

 

 
Fig. 5 Generating of references in Word 

 
 



Conclusions 
1. It is necessary to distinguish between reference instruments in order to use them properly in 

scientific papers and in order to avoid the confusion caused by their similarity. 
The definition of the related concepts establishes the differences which individualize the terms 
and eliminate the confusions generated by their similarity, facilitating the appropriate use of 
these concepts. 

2. Because of the flexibility of ISO 690 standard which does not impose a determined style, we can 
talk of the following possibilities: 
2.1. Adapting  standardized requirements to the own system:  citation – bibliographic format;  
2.2. Taking one of the known editorial styles, depending of the specific research subject 

(example: for Natural and Social Sciences: author – date; for Human Sciences:  note – 
bibliography); 

2.3.  Applying the recommendations for authors from a  publisher (example: Recommendations 
for authors  from the Interethnic Cultural Center "Transilvania“). 
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OUR TEAM

 Our team is belonging to the Computer 
Science and Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering Department, LBUS

 We have some major research directions in 
the text mining field: 
 Natural language processing
 Clustering and classification of text documents.
 Internet of things (IoT)



MAIN OBJECTIVES

 The overall aim of our work is to improve the 
performance of classification and clustering for text 
documents, using supervised and unsupervised 
learning techniques. 

 We are considering the following aspects: 
Document pre-processing/representation Document pre-processing/representation
 Lemmatization, Part of Speech, Word Embedding,…
 Reducing the dimension: Information Gain, 

 Evaluate some classification algorithms for our purpose
 Naïve Bayes, 
 Support Vector Machine
 Backpropagation
 Expectation Maximization, k-Nearest Neighbor



THE FLOWCHART OF OUR EXPERIMENTS 

RSS feedsREUTERS

word extraction

eliminate stop-words

Stemming, lematization

4

SVM. Naïve Bayes, K-NN, EM

Evaluation



BASIC TOOLS AND RESOURCES

WordNet
• English lexical database

Brown Corpus
• contains 500 samples of English-language text
• the corpus has a total of 82 tags (which were converted to

only 5)

• English lexical database

Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK)

• leading platforms for natural language processing

• contains over 50 corpora and lexical

Reuters Corpus
• contains a total of 806,791 documents, with news stories

published by Reuters Press
• in this study I’ve only used a subset from the data, 7083



EVALUATION
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Accuracy:  represents the percentage of correct grouped documents 
according to the class label.
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WEKA FRAMEWORK

Machine Learning Group at the University of Waikato
http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/



THE FLOWCHART OF OUR EXPERIMENTS 

word extraction

eliminate stop-words

Stemming, Lematization, Word Embedding, PoS
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AdaptiveEvaluation

Feature Selection

Naïve Bayes SVM



THE WORKFLOW (WEKA FRAMEWORK)

n – Fold CrossValidation



WEKA MODULES CONFIGURATION



RESULTS - ACCURACY
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CONCLUSIONS

 Easy to use for system design evaluation;
 Accepts a lot of learning algorithms and a lot 

of parameters; 
 Have the possibility to implement the your  Have the possibility to implement the your 

own algorithms and add them to the system;
 Drawback is the input format;
 Doesn't perform well with large data 

sets, being designed for laboratory 
experiments;



Thank You!



Self censorship in 
communication management
Keywords, context and not-to-do gestures in the 
exchange of information in public relations area
I.Cretu, C.Parvu



What is censorship?
An affront to a democratic nation

Something that library associations attempt to 
combat through their ethical policies

(McMenemy, 2009)(McMenemy, 2009)



Forms of censorship

Subtle pressure not to purchase material on a 
certain topic or by certain authors 

Campaigns by special interest groups or Campaigns by special interest groups or 
individuals within a community who wish their 
own moral viewpoint to be at the fore



What is self censorship?

When a librarian is cautious not to offend or 
potentially make available material that may be 
illegal

Ex. In UK, for 15 years, it was illegal by a local Ex. In UK, for 15 years, it was illegal by a local 
authority to promote homosexuality, which led to 
confusion among librarians as to what could be 
purchased



Self censorship for political 
reasons 

In 1986, an industrial dispute occured between 
News International  and the print trade unions, 
and as a result  between 20 an 30 public and as a result  between 20 an 30 public 
library authorities, that refused to display 
copies of any newspapers published by News 
International



Censorship due to religious 
issues

The books displayed in public libraries in UK (Hate on 
the State report, published in August 2007)the State report, published in August 2007)

glorify acts of terrorism against followes of other 
religions

incite violence against anyone who rejects jihadist 
ideologies

endorse violence and discrimination against women



Project against 
discrimination

The Human Library project is designed to build a 
positive framework for conversations that can
challenge stereotypes and prejudices through
dialogue.

The Human Library is a place where real people areThe Human Library is a place where real people are
on loan to readers.

A place where difficult questions are expected, 
appreciated and answered.

http://humanlibrary.org/



Social inclusion in libraries
Policy priority within all library and information services

Library authorities should consider what specific services
need to be tailored to meet the needs of minority groups
and communities

Consult and involve socially excluded groups

Local learning place and champion of the independent
learnerlearner

Opening hours – flexible and tailored to reflect the needs of
the community (policy document, Libraries for all)



Who are the users?
„It´s time to stop boring our users with conducted
tours of our libraries, earnest library guides, and
endless demonstrations of those arcane
databases that we love so much. Something has
happened. Our users have now mindsets andhappened. Our users have now mindsets and
new expectations. Our information role has
spread from buildings and collections to
encompass the whole electronic world. Users are
creating phenomenal amounts of content
individually and collaboratively on the web“.

(Godwin, 2008)



Conclusions
Communicating with users in the library must be
made without prejudice, involving social
inclusion, religous and gender acceptance

Librarians must use their emotional literacy skillsLibrarians must use their emotional literacy skills
to efficiently define their communication context



something to think about...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QdnCRWAT
Z8



The Digital Collections of the LBUS Library  
in the Europeana Cloud 2013-2016 Project,  
an opening to scientific research activity.  

Case study: the impact on consumer of information 
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The Library of the “Lucian Blaga” University of Sibiu 

 
Abstract: This spring (2016) ends Europeana Cloud, a project of great importance for the 
development of the digital platform Europeana.eu (1). The LBUS Library is the only contributor 
from Romania, with three digital collections, which covered the topic of multicultural 
coexistence of the ethnics in Sibiu's historic past. The paper emphasizes our contribution, 
quantitative and especially qualitative through it’s cultural value and diversity of materials. The 
next step is to disseminate the most important aspects of the project, the structure, technical 
requirements, a description of the entire environment and the way of working in order to 
achieve objectives. The major orientation envisaged was supporting the scientific research, 
providing working- tools for user-consumer of information. As a case study, it was presented the 
questionnaire conducted in the LBUS on library users. 
 
Keywords: Europeana Cloud, digital library, cloud platform, research tools. 

 
1. About the project 

Funded by the European Union and coordinated by the Europeana Foundation, the Europeana  
Cloud is the strategic project for the years 2013-2016. It aimed to create a new data 
infrastructure for cultural content in digital format, to be used by the Europeana and its 
partners. More, this shared data are opened both to the professional community of European 
institutions and to the users. 
“This infrastructure will exploit latest technological advances in the domain of cloud computing 
to provide  new  abilities  for  efficiently  storing  metadata  and  content,  easily  sharing  
cultural  assets  between institutions, improving abilities to access these assets and research 
them using innovative tools.” (2) 
 
The Digital Library Europeana, has continuously grown quantitatively and existing infrastructure 
has become insufficient and complicated, a conglomeration of various technologies and 
multiple standards with costs. 
It needed a new infrastructure for maintaining and distributing the european cultural content.  
In addition, they were required new tools to facilitate research and how to access this 
repository of culture, the primary consumers of digital content. 
So, the project has the ambition to share data handling tools, to enrich, transform and preserve 
- which will allow some institutions that do not have these resources, to benefit from them and 
to enrich their data and services. 
“Europeana has become a network, a community. This community shares its experience 
professional, scientific and technical, but also the motivation to get involved and to make widely 
accessible to european culture, thanks to digitization”.(2) 



 

 
Fig.1 The Europeana Cloud environment 

 
The project was focused precisely on these aspects: 
- To follow the basic needs of data providers and researchers, 
- To develop a new technical solution based on cloud technology, 
- To develop useful research tools,  
- Research economic and legal aspects related to efficiency and sustainability of the project. 
Work packages in the project were aligned to these issues. 
 
Project objectives: 
• „contribution with new records, preparing and adding new data (2.4 million new metadata 

records and 5 million digital objects) 
• creating a new workflow between content providers and aggregators for processing, storing 

data efficiently, plus provide access to digital cultural heritage 
• orientation to researchers with new services and tools for access, work on and share the 

content stored in the Cloud  
• allowing loading back into the cloud of new works from research and data enriched by 

scholars to be used by the institutions and researchers alike”.(3) 
. 
The project was divided into seven main areas of interest, known as work packages: 
• “WP1 - Assessing Researcher Needs in the Cloud and Ensuring Community Engagement 
• WP2 - Developing the Infrastructure for Europeana Cloud 
• WP3 - Exploiting Europeana Cloud with services and tools for researchers 
• WP4 - Ingestion of Content and Metadata Development 
• WP5 - Sustaining the Europeana Cloud: Legal, Strategic and Economic Issues  
• WP6 - Dissemination and Networking 
• WP7 - Project Management”.(2)  
 



 
Fig.2. Europeana Cloud Architecture 

 
2. LBUS Library participation in the project 

 
Following the successful participation in the previous project "Europeana Libraries 2011-2012" 
(4) and joining the professional network "The European Library“(5), the Library of the LBUS was 
included as a partner - data provider. 
 
The working team of specialized librarians, initially approached two digital collections of an 
overall theme, specific area of Sibiu, namely multicultural and multiethnic coexistence of 
residents, reflected in old books and periodicals. 
 
The LBUS Digital Collections initially proposed for Europeana Cloud project, were: 
1-Brukenthal National Museum - calendars and journals 
  ( The oldest german calendars and journals ) 
 
2-Sibiu - Historical and multicultural coexistence 
  ( The oldest romanian journals and books ) 
 
Later, were added two other sub-collections: 
3-Sibiu - Hermannstadt - Siebenbürgen, in chronicles and documents 
4-Luceafărul - revistă literară ( Revistă pentru literatură şi artă - tipărită in Sibiu) 
 

 
Fig.3. Initially proposed collection, caption from the Europeana Cloud text project (contain: name of 

contributor, collections number, items no, sample digital object)  



 
 

Fig. 4. LBUS Digital Library - collections in the local DSpace repository 
http://digital-library.ulbsibiu.ro/dspace (6) 

 
2.a. Digital collections, with titles, amount of pages scanned: 
 

I. Collection 1: Brukenthal National Museum - calendars and journals (7) 
- Neuer Siebenbürgischer ProvinzialKalender, 1787 – 1871 
- Neu und alter Siebenbürgischer Provinzial Kalender, fur das Jahr Christi 1891  
- Der Siebenbürger Bote -  (Nr.1, am 3, Januar 1841 - Nr. 97, am 2. December 1841) 

total = 4231 scanned pages 
 

II. Collection 2: Sibiu - Historical and multicultural coexistence 
      Old books titles: 

1. PUŞCARIU, Ilarion - Biserica Catedrală din Sibiiu. Sibiu: Tipografia Arhidiecezana, 1908  
2. PUŞCARIU, Ilarion - Metropolia românilor ortodocşi din Ungaria şi Transilvania, Sibiiu 1900  
3. XENOPOL, A.D. - Teoria lui Rosler, Iaşi 1884  
4. LAURIANU, Treboniu - Istoria Romaniloru, Bucuresci 1862  
5. Istoria biblica, pentru prunci, Sibiu 1858  
6. BARITIU, Georgie - Istoria Transilvaniei, Sibiu, 1889  
7. Mandinescu - Elemente de Istoria Universale  
8. Zur Frage uber die Herkunft der Sachsen in Siebenburgen, 1856  
9. Den Mitgliedern Schaessburg, Hermannstadt, 1867   
10. unSächsisches Führertum, Hermannstadt, 1933  



11. Episteln und Evangelia, Hermannstadt, 1824  
12. Molitvelnik Sibiu, in Tipografia arhidiecezana, 1874 
13. Puscariu, Ilarion, Dr. - Contributiuni istorice privitoare la trecutul Romanilor de pe pamantul 
craiesc, Sibiiu, Tiparul tipografiei arhidiecezane, 1913 
14. Puscariu , Ilarion, Dr. - Documente pentru Limba si Istoria - Tom I , 1889  
15. Puscariu , Ilarion, Dr. - Documente pentru Limba si Istoria - Tom II , 1897  
16. Schriftliches Gebetbuch zum Gottesdienstichen Gebrauch der Evangelischen Gemeinden in 
Siebenburgen, Hermannstadt, Buchdruckerei v. Closius'sche Erbin, 1863 

total = 6309 scanned pages 
 

III. Collection 3: Sibiu - Hermannstadt - Siebenbürgen, in chronicles and documents   
Scanned pages: 
- Old Book = 1043 pages 
- Telegraful Român – years: 1868 – 1879, 1887, 1888 = 6450 pages 
- Luceafarul 1908 + 1909 = 596 + 572 = 1168 pages 
- Luceafarul 1853 - transliterat = 541 pages 
- Vatra = 384 pages 
   Total = 9586 scanned pages 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. ULBS page – the 1-st collection in the European Library – processing system (5) 



Summary: 
Collection1 = 4231 scanned pages 
Collection2 = 6309 scanned pages 
Collection3 = 9586 
Total = 20.126 pages / vs.  Initial proposed = 10.000 pages. 

 

 
Fig. 6. LBUS – digital records in the European Library – processing system 

 
2.b. Quiz about the User Profile, LBUS Library (see the annex 1, the Questionnaire) 
The marketing Department from LBUS Library suggested a questionnaire for library users in 
order to know how they use the services, how easily find information on traditional or 
electronic support. 
The subjects of this quiz are:  

- accessibility to use library services 
- communication traditional documents or of electronic documents 
- other services (ex. Information retrieval services). 



3. Conclusions 
 
The great success of “Europeana” is not only managed to gather a mass of data, but because it 
gave a huge boost to the European cultural community and digitize heritage.  
Countries and institutions that lacked a priority digitization, were held to obtain financing and to 
launch projects. Those who had already begun brought their collections, but also know-how and 
expertise. This effort was transversal, involving libraries, archives, museums, audiovisual and 
facilitated the emergence of concerns for interoperability collections. 
 
“A key strand of the Europeana Cloud project is the creation of services and tools targeted at 
researchers, collectively labelled Europeana Research, to allow scholarly use and re-use of the 
data held in our newly-built cloud.”(3) 
 
The LBUS Library is an active member of the European Library Network (TEL) and is the only  
romanian data provider in the Europeana Cloud project, with three digital collections in amount 
of 20.126 pages scanned as digital objects.  
 
Through this article we promote this european cultural treasure of Europeana digital library in 
the romanian academic area. Also, we invite users to search, process them critically and to use 
open data in their scientific papers. 
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History and evolution of transport means,  

traditional and modern in Sibiu area 
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Abstract: By its geographical position, Sibiu is at a crossroads of roads between Transylvania 

and the sub-Carpathian and history between the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the Romanian 

Country. Roads were crossed by horses and carts, postal carts drawn by horses, then trains and 

new cars or buses. And also by people with saddlebags in the back, coming with food from 

country to town in the agricultural market. 

ULBS Library aims to make the presentation, preservation and promotion of cultural heritage on 

means of transport in Sibiu area.  

Coverage of the project includes traditional means of transport, with human or animal traction, 

then trams, trolleybuses that circulated through Sibiu, to Rasinari, from Mocăniţa to the old 

locomotives in the Sibiu depot. 

This study traces the evolution, history and diversity of vehicles, from prehistory rocket from 

Sibiu in the sixteenth century, to transport and communication in Europe of modern times, 

reflected in writings, through digitizing books and periodicals, either by shooting those existing 

in reality. 

 

Keywords: transport means, history, evolution, digital library, Sibiu area. 

 

 

 

Istoria si evolutia mijloacelor de transport,  

traditionale si moderne din zona Sibiului 
 

Abstract : Prin pozitia sa geografica, Sibiul sta la o intretaiere de drumuri dintre Transilvania si 

zona sub-carpatica, iar istoric dintre imperiul austriac, apoi si ungar si Tara Romaneasca. 

Drumuri strabatute de cai si carute, postalioane, apoi de trenuri si masini, autobuze. Si de oameni 

cu desagi in spate, venind cu merinde de la tara la oras. 

Biblioteca ULBS are in vedere prezentarea, prezervarea și valorificarea patrimoniului cultural 
referitor la mijloacele de transport utilizate în zona sudului Transilvaniei. 

Aria de acoperire a proiectului cuprinde și mijloacele de transport tradiționale, cu tracțiune 
animală sau umană, apoi tramvaiele, troleibuzele care au circulat prin Sibiu, spre Rășinari, de la 

mocănița la locomotivele vechi din depoul Sibiu. 

Acest studiu urmărește evoluția, istoricul și diversitatea mijloacelor de transport, începând cu 
preistoria rachetei din Sibiul secolului al XVI-lea la mijloacele de transport şi comunicaţie din 
Europa epocii moderne reflectate în publicaţii, prin digitizarea de cărţi şi periodice, fie prin 

fotografierea celor existente in realitate. 

 

Keywords : mijloace de transport, istorie si evolutie, biblioteca digitala,zona Sibiu. 

 



 

Introducere 

Biblioteca ULBS isi propune sa participe activ la viata culturala a orasului si imprejurimilor lui 

prin promovarea valorilor de patrimoniu ascunse in documente-carti ori publicatii vechi aflate pe 

rafturile bibliotecilor, muzeelor, arhivelor, dar si in cazele oamenilor, aduse la lumina prin 

scanarea lor digitala, prelucrarea bibliografica si publicarea lor in colectii digitale, in expozitii de 

fotografii, ori in studii specializate. 

Este ceea ce dorim prin proiectul „Prezervarea și valorificarea patrimoniului: istoria 
mijloacelor de transport din județul Sibiu reflectată într-o „Bibliotecă pe roți” – platformă 

digitală dedicată și expoziție itinerantă”. Acesta este un proiect de prezentare, prezervare și 
valorificare a patrimoniului cultural referitor la mijloacele de transport utilizate în zona Sibiului.  

 

Obiectivele proiectului: 

Prezervarea digitală și punerea în valoare a patrimoniului cultural din județ prin realizarea unei 

platforme digitale a mijloacelor de transport, care cuprinde atât o parte expozițională, un studiu 
istoric și cultural cât și o Bibliotecă Digitală dedicată. Se vor digitiza publicații, cărți vechi, se vor 
realiza fotografii ale mijloacelor de transport populare tradiționale și mai noi, acestea vor fi 
prezentate și expuse în expoziții, apoi catalogate și descrise bibliografic în formate digitale 

diferite (fisiere pdf, imagini). Astfel, se pun bazele unei colecții digitale  specifice în biblioteca 
ULBS, liber accesibilă celor interesați.  
 

Obiective pe termen mediu sau lung:  

 

Se va realiza un studiu asupra traditiilor si meșterilor populari, ateliere de lucru existente în zonă, 

cu publicarea-tipărirea unei lucrări, realizarea de expoziții fotografice. Se dorește promovarea 

judetului Sibiu cu tradițiile populare specifice, a meștesugarilor și meșterilor țărani, local prin 

expoziții, iar la nivel național prin rețeaua bibliotecilor universitare din România. Facem 

cunoscut în mediul academic românesc și străin, tradițiile populare ale meștesugului rotăritului, a 

construcției de care, mijloace de transport tradiționale mai puțin cunoscute. Rezultatul studiului 

va fi o monografie și un album care vor fi publicate într-o editură de profil. Acestea se vor 
constitui ca material didactic și suport de curs pentru elevii Școlii populare de arte și meserii din 
Sibiu. Lansarea se va face la Nocturna Bibliotecii-eveniment cultural dedicat, precum și la Școala 
populară. 
 

Descriere, studiu de documentare si realizare a proiectului  

Avute în vedere sunt dezvoltarea unui site web dedicat – Bibliotecă digitală disponibilă pe 
internet, apoi realizarea unor expoziții itinerante cu materialele digitale, fotografii realizate în 
cadrul proiectului, precum și a unui studiu-prezentare care urmărește  evoluția, istoricul și 

diversitatea mijloacelor de transport, începând cu preistoria rachetei din Sibiul secolului al XVI-

lea la mijloacele de transport şi comunicaţie din Europa epocii moderne reflectate în publicaţii.  
Aria de acoperire a proiectului cuprinde și mijloacele de transport tradiționale, cu tracțiune 

animală sau umană, apoi tramvaiele, troleibuzele care au circulat prin Sibiu, spre Rășinari, la 

mocănița, locomotivele vechi existente în depoul din Sibiu. 

Proiectul pe care Biblioteca ULBS îl propune, priveşte digitizarea a mai multor seturi de 

publicaţii: cărţi şi periodice.  



Primul set priveşte volumul intitulat Doru Todericiu, Preistoria rachetei moderne. Manuscrisul 

de la Sibiu (1400–1569). Studiu şi prezentare istorică şi tehnico-ştiinţifică, în care autorul 

analizează şi, respectiv, pune la dispoziţia cititorului manuscrise de arhivă. 
Cartea a apărut iniţial la Editura Academiei Republicii Socialiste România în 1969, dar a fost 
retrasă de pe piaţă în 1970, întreg stocul rămas disponibil fiind distrus de autorităţile de atunci. 
Ediţia respectivă avea 352 pagini, plus 129 figuri şi schiţe de rachetă, la care se adăuga un indice 
de nume şi unul de autori. Din fericire, un exemplar din acestă carte se află în fonduri de 
bibliotecă din Sibiu, iar raritatea ei obligă la prelucrare şi valorificaresa digitală, ca parte a 
prezervării, promovării şi valorificării patrimoniului de carte local. 
Manuscrisul de la Sibiu (1400–1569) cuprinde (şi) notiţele lui Conrad Haas – austriac născut la 
Dornbach, lângă Viena, în 1509 şi decedat la Sibiu în 1576 – care conducea, în acea vreme 

Arsenalul oraşului. În paranteză fie spus, familia lui Conrad Haas îşi avea rădăcinile în zona 
Landshut, oraş german (bavarez), înfrăţit cu Sibiul. 
În calitate de ofiţer la Curtea Imperială de la Viena, Conrad Haas a fost trimis în misiune la Sibiu 

în 1551, pe când avea 42 de ani, pentru a se ocupa de arsenalul oraşului, care va fi puternic 
înzestrat de armata habsburgică. Arsenalul şi-a avut sediul în Cazarma Kempel, din actuala Piaţa 
Armelor nr. 10, prima construcţie datând încă din 1427. 
 

Un al doilea set al proiectului de digitizare priveşte un periodic, mai precis un calendar care a 
apărut la Sibiu între 1797 şi 1891, anume Neuer Siebenbürgischer Provinzialkalender (Noul 

calendar provincial transilvan) – din anul 1822 Neu und alter Siebenbürgischer 

Provinzialkalender (Noul şi vechiul calendar provincial transilvan) – un periodic care, pe tot 

parcursul apariţiei sale, se adresa tuturor cunoscătorilor de germană din Sibiu şi Transilvania – 

români şi saşi, deopotrivă –, nu doar exclusiv vorbitorilor nativi de germană. Acest calendar 
continuă o tradiţie mai veche a calendarelor tipărite în germană şi latină.  
Un alt argument în favoarea includerii calendarului de mai sus în proiectul nostru se datorează 
faptului că a fost editat de o familie de tipografi saşi din Sibiu – în principal familia Barth, la care 

se adaugă un ginere, von Closius – o dinastie de tipografi cunoscută în lumea românească în 
special pentru meritul de a fi editat cărţile şcolare şi de cult ale românilor de rit ortodox din 

Transilvania. 

În cuprinsul periodicului întâlnim numeroase informaţii, pe capitole şi pagini separate,  privind 
atât poşta din Transilvania cu trasee şi localităţi, cât şi poşta din Transilvania cu localităţi şi 
orar; la care se adaugă, din 1803, lista localităţilor prin care trece poşta pe ruta Sibiu–Timişioara–
Buda–Viena.  Începând cu 1853, orarul poştei din Sibiu va fi dublat de cel al tarifelor de călătorie 
de la Sibiu la Cluj, Tg Mureş, Bistriţa şi Timişoara, fară a renunţa însă la rubricile pe care le-am 

menţionat mai sus. 
Este cunoscut faptul că apariţia locomotivei a constituit o adevărată revoluţie în istoria umanităţii; 
ne referim aici atât la primul model demn de numele de locomotivă, cel din 1804, cât şi la prima 

locomotivă rentabilă, cea din 1829, folosită pentru transport de persoane între două oraşe, 
Liverpool şi Manchester. 
În acest sens, în numărul pe 1871, publicaţia care ne interesează, Neu und alter 

Siebenbürgischer Provinzialkalender (Noul şi vechiul calendar provincial transilvan), vorbeşte 
despre o noutate, anume despre prima cale ferată din Transilvania, ruta fiind Arad–Alba Iulia, 

în acest număr fiind inclus şi primul mers al trenurilor din istoria căilor ferate din România de 
azi. De presupus că subiectul a fost dezbătut destul de mult şi în diferite medii, din moment ce 
întâlnim, la nivelul calendarului pe 1873, un articol, pe patru pagini, intitulat Ce [avantaje] vom 

avea de pe urma căii ferate. 



 

Următoarea mare secţiune a proiectului priveşte prezervarea informaţiilor – prin digitizare – 

privind mijloacele de transport tradiţionale, informaţii aflate în publicaţii de profil sau cărţi vechi, 
unele în pericol de degradare.  

 

 
 

Rasinari - Biserica-ortodoxa – frontispiciu – roata – 2011 

 

 
Car traditional tras de boi sau vaci 

 

Parteneri: Şcoala Populară de Arte şi Meserii "Ilie Micu", Sibiu 



Publicul ţintă: 
- studenții din universitățile sibiene în număr de 20.000, istorici, restauratori, cercetătorii din 

domeniul etnografic, etnologic, liceenii, elevii sibieni și din țară, în special cei cu specific arte și 
meserii populare, publicul larg de pe Internet, român și străin. 

 

Metodologie (cât de coerent este proiectul, planificarea activităţilor este clară şi realizabilă): In 

vederea realizării proiectului se au în vedere activitățile: 

- etapa 1: Informare-documentare, culegere date (aprilie-august) 

- etapa 2: Scanare, digitizare, prelucrare digitală (mai-septembrie) 

 - Realizare expoziție la Biblioteca ULBS, la Scoala populara de arte si meserii și la 
Consiliul județean (iunie–octombrie) 

            - Realizare site web, descriere bibliografică, realizare studiu (iunie- octombrie) 

- etapa 3: Expoziții cu poze, cu prezentarea proiectului, cu lansarea studiului, diseminare, pliante, 

articole în presă, media (aprilie-noiembrie). 

 

 
Caruta traditionala din lemn - schelet 

 

 
Tramvaiul spre Rasinari 
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3-neither agree or disagree
4- agree
5- totally agree
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Crt nr. Question
1 Library will be equipped with modern
2 Library physical environment (reading

storage area) will be attractive and
3 Library staff will be kind and well groomed
4 Library will provide users with all usefully
5 When the library pledges to do something

6 When the library receives a complaint,
7 Library will provide any service according

8 Library will provide the service in the
9 Library will do its best to prevent complaints

10 Library staff should be able to answer

Tabel 1

10 Library staff should be able to answer

11 Library staff will provide prompt service
12 Library staff will always be ready to
13 Library staff will never be too busy to
14 Conduct of staff will inspire users with
15 Users will feel the library is a safe place
16 Library staff will treat users kindly
17 Staff will have the necessary field

questions
18 Users will have the benefit of attentive
19 Library opening hours will suit all users
20 Library will have staff likely to award
21 Library will understand users' interests
22 Library staff will have to understand

Question
modern equipment and technology

(reading rooms, individual reading booths,
and comfortable

groomed
usefully required documents

something by a certain time, so it will

complaint, it will be bound to solve it
according to standards right from the start

the shortest time
complaints from users

answer all users’ questions in a timely manner

The SERVQUAL 
questionnaire (E) 
(table 1), was 
addressed before 
service use in 
order to obtain answer all users’ questions in a timely manner

service
assist users

to meet users’ demands
with trust
place

knowledge to be able to answer users’

attentive and specific library care
users

award users personal and attentive care
interests

the users’ demands

order to obtain 
information on 
users‘expectations
(before moving in 
the new library 
premises). 



Crt 
nr. 

Question

1 Library is equipped with modern equipment

2 Library physical environment (reading
storage area) is attractive and comfortable

3 Library staff is kind and well groomed
4 Library provides users with all usefully

5 When the library pledges to do something

6 When the library receives a complaint,

7 Library does provide any service according

8 Library provides the service in the shortest

Tabel 2

8 Library provides the service in the shortest
9 Library does its best to prevent complaints

10 Library is able to answer all users’ questions
11 Library staff provide prompt service
12 Library staff are always ready to assist
13 Library staff is never too busy to meet
14 Conduct of staff inspires users with trust
15 Users feel the library is a safe place
16 Library treats users kindly
17 Staff has the necessary field knowledge

questions
18 Users benefit from attentive and specific
19 Library opening hours suit all users
20 Library has staff likely to offer users personal
21 Library understands users' interests
22 Library staff understand the users’ demands

Question

equipment and technology

(reading rooms, individual reading booths,
comfortable

groomed
usefully required documents

something by a certain time, so it will

complaint, it is bound to solve it

according to standards right from the start

shortest time

The SERVQUAL 
questionnaire (P) 
(Table 2) was filled in 
by users after service 
in order to acquire 
information on the 
user's perception of shortest time

complaints from users
questions in a timely manner

assist users
meet users’ demands

trust

knowledge to be able to answer users’

specific library care

personal and attentive care

demands.

user's perception of 
the service provided 
(after moving in the 
new library 
headquarters of the



Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SCCalculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC
Crt.
Nr. 

Average
perception 

Average
expectation

1 4,1 3,5
2 4,5 3,6
3 3,6 3,7
4 4,5 4,4

Tabel 3

5 3,7 2,9
6 4,0 3,0
7 3,7 3,1
8 4,2 3
9 4,7 3,3
10 2,5 3,1
11 2,6 3,3
12 3,0 3,3
13 2,8 3,2
14 3,3 3,0
15 4,7 3,2
16 3,5 3,6
17 3,3 2,8
18 3,5 4,0
19 3,2 4,8
20 3,4 4,0
21 3,6 3,8
22 3,5 4,1

Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC)Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC)
Average

expectation Difference

0,6
0,9
-0,1
0,1 One calculates the 0,8
1,0
0,6
1,2
1,4
-0,6
-0,7
-0,3
-0,4
0,3
1,5
-0,1
0,5
-0,5
-1,6
-0,6
-0,2
-0,6

One calculates the 
average 
perception/expectation 
values ”xi” regarding 
question “i” for each of 
the 22 questions (Table 3



Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SCCalculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC
Perception level Expectation level

Perception 
average values

Average
perceptio

n

Average
expectati

on

Tangibility 4,175
4,1 3,5

Tangibility4,5 3,6
3,6 3,7

Table 4

4,5 4,4

Trust 4,060

3,7 2,9
4,0 3,0
3,7 3,1
4,2 3
4,7 3,3

Responsiveness 2,725
2,5 3,1

Responsiveness2,6 3,3
3,0 3,3
2,8 3,2

Safetay 3,700
3,3 3,0
4,7 3,2
3,5 3,6
3,3 2,8

Empathy
3,440

3,5 4,0
3,2 4,8
3,4 4,0
3,6 3,8
3,5 4,1

Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC)Calculation of SERVQUAL Score (SC)
Expectation level

Difference

Expectation 
average values 

Tangibility 3,800 0,375

Trust 3,060 1,000

Responsiveness 3,225 0,500

Safetay 3,150 0,550

Empathy
4,140 -0,700

One calculates for each of 
the dimensions of service 
quality (tangibility, trust, 
responsiveness, safety and 
empathy) the average 
values of 
perception/expectation 
according to Table 4:
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Psaltirea Melisendei

• Regatul Ierusalimului, 
formaţiune politică “latină” 
(1099-1291) apărută în urma 
primei cruciade a avut următorii 
suverani: 

• Godefroy, “apărător a Sf. • Godefroy, “apărător a Sf. 
Mormânt” (1099-1100);

• Balduin I (1100-1118)
• Balduin II (1118-1131)
• Melisenda (1131-1153) = Fulk 

(1131-1143); Balduin III (1143-
1153).....



Psaltirea Melisendei 

• Psaltirea Melisendei este o 
carte manuscris din perioada 
cruciadelor, mai precis din 
Regatul Latin (cruciat) al 
Ierusalimului. Din chiar Ierusalimului. Din chiar 
paginile cărţii sacre aflăm că 
aceasta a fost dăruită Bisericii 
Sfântului Mormânt din 
Ierusalim de către regina 
Melisenda a Regatului omonim, 
realizarea manuscrisului fiind 
cuprinsă în arcul cronologic al 
anilor 1131-1143.



Psaltirea Melisendei

• Regina Melisenda (cca 1105-1160) a 
fost fiica cea mare a regelui Balduin al 
II-lea al Ierusalimului şi a principesei 
armene Morphia de Melitene, S-a 
căsătorit cu Fulk al V-lea, regele 
Ierusalimului  [Fulco, latină; 
Foulque/Foulques, franceză, anterior 
conte d’Anjou], domnia acestuia conte d’Anjou], domnia acestuia 
(acestora) începând în 1131. În mai 
puţin de un an de la întronizare a 
izbucnit un conflict (armat) între cei doi 
soţi, în final, victoria aparţinându-i 
Melisendei. La puţin timp, suverana se 
va erija în patroană a artelor, va fonda 
mănăstirea benedictină Sf. Lazăr din 
Betania (locul de baştină a lui Lazăr şi 
al surorilor sale Marta şi Maria) şi va fi 
comanditara... Psaltirii Melisendei.



Psaltirea Melisendei
• Mănăstirea benedictină de maici St. 

Lazăr a fost ridicată între 1138 şi 
1141, pe locul mormântului lui 
Lazăr. 

• După decesul primei stareţe, cea 
care i-a urmat a fost Ioveta (cca. 
1120-1cca. 1170), sora mai mică a 
Melisendei, adică a patra fiică a 
regelui Balduin al Ierusalimului, regelui Balduin al Ierusalimului, 
singura născută după ce tatăl ei a 
ajuns suveran în 1118.

• Cand regele a căzut captiv la 
necredincioşi, în 1123, după bătălia 
de la Edessa, Ioveta a fost trimisă 
ca ostatec în schimbul elberării 
acestuia. În 1125, Balduin a plătit o 
răscumpărare de 80.000 dinari 
pentru răscumpărarea fiicei sale.

• Când a murit regina Melisenda, în 
1161, Ioveta s-a aflat la căpătâiul 
acesteia, după care stareţa de sânge 
regal dispare din istorie.



Psaltirea Melisendei

• Manuscrisul miniat este scris pe 
pergament, în latină, în aşa-
numita scriere protogotică. 

• La f. 12 verso “Basilius me • La f. 12 verso “Basilius me 
fecit” – probabil artistul sau 
coordonatorul echipei de artişti.

• În total sunt 218 file cuprinse 
între două coperţi de fildeş cu 
ornamente. 

• Primele 24 ilustraţii, pe 12 file, 
cuprind scene din Noul 
Testament.



Psaltirea Melisendei

Imagini din Noul Testament
• Împodobirea unei psaltiri cu 

ilustraţii este tipică lumii 
occidentale, nu celei răsăritene, dar 
suita de teme aleasă corespunde 
etapelor liturghiei bizantine, nu 
celei catolice.celei catolice.

• Pe ultima miniatură, f 12 verso, se 
află trecut, cum am arătat deja, 
“Basilius me fecit”; putea tot atât 
de bine să fie un miniaturist 
bizantin ori un artist occidental 
şcolit la Constantinopol; după unii, 
posibil un armean catolic, având în 
vedere că mama Melisendei fusese 
principesă armeană.



Psaltirea Melisendei

• ff 13-21 conţin calendarul care, 
spre surprinderea specialiştilor, este 
de sorginte englezească, fiind plin 
cu sfinţi insulari, nu cu cei des 
întâlniţi în Regatul Latin al 
Ierusalimului; Ierusalimului; 

• Numele Sf. Martin de Tours este 
scris cu litere de aur, specialiştilor 
în domeniu nefiindu-le clar de ce;

• Trei date importante în Orientul 
latin sunt menţionate: cucerirea 
Ierusalimlui (15 iulie), ziua morţii 
lui Balduin al II-lea (21 august) şi 
ziua morţii soţiei acestuia, Morphia 
(1 octombrie)



Psaltirea Melisendei

• Ff 22-196 cuprind pslamii în 
latină, scrierea fiind nord-francă 
[franceză]. Un al treilea artist 
miniaturist a înbodobit iniţialele 
fiecărui psalm.

• Unele iniţiale (letrine) ocupă o 
întreagă pagină find trasate cu 
aur pe fond de purpură:

• Artistul a adus parfumul 
şcolilor italiană şi islamică în 
opera sa, fapt care permite 
presupunerea că era de felul său 
din sudul Italiei, aflat sub 
stăpânire musulmană.



Psaltirea Melisendei

• Scribul care a copiat psalmii a 
scris şi rugăciunile către sfinţi
– ff. 197-211. este vorba despre 
un mănunchi de nouă sfinţi. 
Sfânta Fecioară Maria, 
Arhanghelul Mihail, Sf. Ioan Arhanghelul Mihail, Sf. Ioan 
Botezătorul, Sf. Petru, Sf. Ioan 
Evanghelistul, Sf. Ştefan, Sf. 
Nicolae, Sf. Maria Magdalena 
şi Sf. Agnes.

• Rugile sunt agrementate cu 
chipurile sfinţilor respectivi, 
stilul artistic fiind cel bizantin.

• Se întâlnesc şi câteva spaţii 
albe, neterminate.



Psaltirea Melisendei

• .
• Coperţile de fildeş, 

care trădează influenţe 
bizantine, islamice şi bizantine, islamice şi 
occidentale,  redau 
scene din viaţa regelui 
David , precum şi din 
opera lui Prudentius, 
Psychomachia – prima 
copertă, în timp ce... 



Psaltirea Melisendei

• A doua copertă redă scene din 
viaţa unui rege care îndeplineşte 
cele cinci munci ale umilinţei 
din Evanghelia după Marcu. 
Regele de aici este înveşmântat 
în veşminte bizantine, dar se în veşminte bizantine, dar se 
pare că reprezintă un suveran 
cruciat, posibil Fulk al V-lea 
(Foulque/Foulques), regele 
Ierusalimului. Şoimul (fouque
in franceza veche) ar fi un 
indiciu în acest sens. 



Psaltirea Melisendei

• Sec. XII-XIV Nobilimea 
şi capetele încoronate ale 
timpului comandau psaltiri 
bogat ornamentate pentru 
devoţiunea personală;devoţiunea personală;

• După acest arc cronologic, 
psaltirile sunt înlocuite cu 
Breviare şi/sau Carţi ale 
Orelor, cel mai cunoscut 
exemplar fiind aşa-
numitul Breviar 
Brukenthal, de fapt o 
Carte a Orelor.........



Multumesc !



The utility of The utility of DSpaceDSpace in university libraries. in university libraries. 
Case study: Library of the University Library of the University 

"Lucian Blaga" from Sibiu"Lucian Blaga" from Sibiu

Utilitatea sistemului informatic de bibliotecă Utilitatea sistemului informatic de bibliotecă 
digitală digitală DSpaceDSpace, în bibliotecile universitare., în bibliotecile universitare.

Studiu de caz: 
BBiblioteca Universității „Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu iblioteca Universității „Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu 

LilianaLiliana OPRESCU OPRESCU 
The Library of the The Library of the ””Lucian Lucian BlagaBlaga”” University of SibiuUniversity of Sibiu



DSpaceDSpace este un program agreat de mediul academic, de
organizaţiile nonprofit şi de cele comerciale care îşi
construiesc registre sau biblioteci digitale de stocare.

Este un program gratuit, uşor de instalat, complet
personalizabil și răspunde nevoilor oricărui tip de
organizaţie.



DSpaceDSpace permite acces uşor pentru toate
tipurile de conţinut digital: text, video,
imagini, fişiere mpeg şi seturi de date.



Reprezentare Reprezentare DSpaceDSpace
DSpaceDSpace este disponibil 
gratuit ca software cu sursă 
deschisă (open source). 

Visualizing Visualizing DspaceDspace

DSpaceDSpace is freely available
as open source software.







"Lucian Blaga" University from Sibiu, an academic institution,        

Universitatea „Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu, instituție academică, 
are ID-ul 2662 în spațiul programului informatic DSpace, 

baza de date atașată poate fi accesată de pe link-ul
http://http://digital-library.ulbsibiu.ro/dspace/

unde pot fi regăsite informații diverse în Biblioteca Digitală.

"Lucian Blaga" University from Sibiu, an academic institution,        
has the ID 2662 in the DSpaceDSpace database, which is available at the 
following link http://http://digital-library.ulbsibiu.ro/dspace/. 

The Digital Library contains various information on different subjects.



The ULBS Libraries selected DSpaceDSpace for
adoption because of the system's superior
features. As one of the most popular open-
source repository platforms in existence,
DSpace is user-friendly, enables the
management of a variety of digital formats

(from text to video, audio and data files), and allows world-wide access
to its content through search engines. In addition, the
system's reliance on Dublin Core metadata makes it fully compatible
with the format required by the digital projects included in the

DSpaceDSpace a fost ales și instalat la Biblioteca Universității ”Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu
pentru ceea ce oferă: este un sistem informatic bine dezvoltat, solid, sigur și ușor de
folosit.

Nu în ultimul rând, a fost ales datorită structurii bazei de date, formatul
implicit fiind Dublin Core (DC), compatibil 100% cu formatul cerut în proiectele
digitale Europeana Libraries 2011-2012 și Europeana Cloud 2013-2016, la care
Biblioteca ULBS a participat cu colecțiile digitale catalogate în acest sistem.

with the format required by the digital projects included in the
European Libraries, 2011-1012 and European Could 2013-2016
programs, of which ULBS Library has been a part.



DDigitaligital
LibraryLibrary



În baza de date se regăsesc 902 înregistrări, digitizarea și completarea 
Bibliotecii Digitale fiind în continuă dezvoltare.  

In the database we can find 902 records; the digitization and 
completing of the Digital Library is in full development process.



În baza de date se regăsesc 
articole semnate de 403 autori.

The Digital Library has 
articles signed by 403 authors.



Tot aici regăsim 689 subiecte 
din domenii diferite. 

Also, we can find 689 subjects 
from various fields.



Biblioteca Universității ”Lucian Blaga” din Sibiu, 
Vă invită să accesați Bibioteca digitală!

The Library of The Library of ””Lucian Lucian BlagaBlaga”” University from Sibiu University from Sibiu 
invites you to access the Digital Libraryinvites you to access the Digital Library

Thank you!Thank you!


